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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this paper is to present the numerical code ALCYON 
developed to compute the RF field structure in the ion cyclotron range of frequencies. The 
code handles fundamental and second harmonic headng while the mode conversion onto 
modes of decreasing wavelength is simulated by a selective power absorption on slow waves 
when their wavelength reaches die mesh size. 
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I Introduction 

The problem of calculating the structure of Ion Cyclotron Range of Frequency 
waves (ICRF) has become crucial in present day Tokamaks as it plays an important role in 
coupling the heating power [1]. A variational method, developed in a previous article [2], 
answers the question of the ICRF wave equations in hot Tokamak plasmas, but so far no 
numerical code, based on this derivation, was constructed. The purpose of this paper is then to 
present the numerical code "ALCYON" specially developed to compute the structure of the 
ICRF field and the power deposited in the Tokamak plasma in practical RF heating scenarios. 

The variational principle given in [2], is equivalent to the full set of Maxwell 
and Vlasov equations and goes beyond the limitation of the WKB approximation, taking into 
account the actual structure of the RF field. To escape from the WKB approach may appear at 
first sight, unnecessary in large Tokamaks in view of the relatively small tranverse 
wavenumber ( (0/cA) of die magnetosonic wave, which constitutes the background structure 
of the ICRF field. However many difficulties arise as soon as, the inhomogeneity along the 
flux lines, the mode conversion process and the stochasticity of the ray trajectories aie to be 
introduced. 

Considering first the inhomogeneity, the WKB method ignores the problem of 
the variation of V,, coc in the resonant process and the broadening of the cyclotron resonance 
is always determined by its Doppler value K , , v , , . This leads to a 
misestimau'on if K,,v,, < | v^V^CDj | , / 2 , the latter quantity being the "ballistic" [3] 
broadening of the cyclotron resonance, reflecting that the ion cross the resonance over a finite 
time * | v „ V „ a c | " " * . 

On the other hand, the constraint v*Kx«KÎ imposed by WKB is .never satisfied 
in the vicinity of the mode conversion layer. Indeed in this domain, the ICRF wave presents a 
point of resonance (Ki-»oo), a cutoff (K±-»0) and a turning point (dKj/dx-»») at which 
this constraint is violated. The linear mode conversion of the magnetosonic wave into waves of 
decreasing wavelength has been investigated by many authors [4] .While the representation of 
the RF field in independent WKB waves is no longer possible within the mode conversion 
layer, there exists a set of connecting formulas [5 ] , which allows to link the asymptotic 
WKB solutions on both sides of the conversion zone and which permits to estimate the power 
carried away by the converted waves. It is also often proposed that the effect of mode 
conversion can be correctly represented by introducing an arbitrary antihermitian part in the 
dielectric tensor [6] . This procedure eliminates the singularity problem and allows to derive 
the energy transferred through the converted waves. It is justified by the following physical 
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idea : waves generated at the mode conversion exhibit a wavelength decreasing rapidly so that 

they loose coherence with the mother magnetosonic wave; therefore they have no feedback 

action on the latter and may safely be damped by artificial means. 

The WKB method may also be limited by the topology of ray trajectories. In 

configurations where rays are stochastic, two trajectories emerging from two nearby points 

C x, i? ) diverge exponentially. In such conditions, the usual WKB phase expression jKdx 

may produce a complex phase structure from one ray to another, which, if it appears with a 

scale < K , disqualifies the WKB calculations. This effect occurs in the absence of effective 

damping of the waves, allowing the excitation of all wave numbers compatible with the 

dispersion relation. It has been suggested that the lower hybrid current drive "gap problem" 

may be explained by this stochastic behaviour. A numerical approach taking into account the 

exact RF field structure and not referring to the WKB approximation is of general interest in 

such context 

Among the several existing full wave codes [7,8,9], the code LION [9] has 

properly simulated the propagation and absorption of the magnetosonic wave, as well as 

torsional resonances. It uses the cold plasma response in the full Tokamak geometry, adding a 

simple antihermitian term to the dielectric tensor to suppress the conversion singularity. 

However the V^o),, influence on the resonant absorption is ignored. On the other hand, the 

artificial damping term is not selective for the high K components of the field, as desirable. 

Then it is not guaranteed that it leads to a correct representation of the decorrelation between 

die small scale converted waves and the magnetosonic field. 

The originality of the "ALCYON" code we present here is to include the 

V,,û) c effect, the finite Larmor radius effects leading to second harmonic resonance and 

conversion into Bernstein waves, and an artificial damping mechanism to simulate the 

conversion process which is highly selective on high K components. Finite element 

discretisation is used in the radial direction and Fourier transform in the poloidal direction. 

In the next section we will shortly present the physics that the code handles, 

namely we will review the resonance and conversion phenomenons and will establish their 

consequences on the code organisation. In sect, m we will describe the signifiance of the 

functional forms that have been implemented, while in sect IV the numerical stability problem 

will be analysed . Finally in sectV, outputs of the code in typical ICRF conditions will be 

presented. 
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II ICRF waves structure and numerical implications 

In this section we review the properties of the RF field in the ion cyclotron 
range, in order to specify the set of constraints that must be implemented in the numerical 
code. 

Generally, the perturbed electromagnetic field is formed of an Alfven 
compressional magnetosonic mode which is susceptible of generating torsional and 
electrostatic modes if a mode conversion process occurs. It is only the large scale Alfven 
compressional field that is involved in the present modélisation. This field propagates energy 
from an antenna throughout the plasma, its direction of propagation is mainly across the 
magnetic lines and its velocity is of the order of the Alfven velocity CA. Obviously the first 
constraint for the code is that the number of mesh points be large enough, to cope with the 
bulk scale K]T' = (CJ/C*)"1 of the corapressional field. A characteristic property of the 
compressional mode comes from the very low parallel impedance of the plasma forcing the 
electric perturbation 6 if to be tranverse to the equilibrium magnetic field. Taking advantage of 
the Tokamak axisymetry in the toroidal direction ip, we express the electric and magnetic RF 
components to be handled by the code as: 

&r = - — ( &a ) 
dt 

&r?= 9x(6S) 
(1) 

&Â" = S(v,8,ip) exp(iut) + c.c. 

S(v,e,ip) = A1(y,e)e""' ? v+ A^,Q)siH- e„ 

where y and 9 are respectively the coordinate of the poloidal flux embraced by each magnetic 
surface and the angular coordinate along each surface y . The set of vectors ë*„ ea are the 
unit tranverse vectors normal and tangent to the precedent y-surface. 

The field may be in resonance with an ion species in cyclotron resonance layers 
located near surfaces where (o+pu^O, with u c (y ,9)=-eB/m. The ions gain perpendicular 
energy during their transit in the cyclotron layer from their interaction with the component 
&£ c of SE rotating in the ion direction [10,11]. In fact, a consequence of the resonance is a 
very low impedance for the component SEC, which may then be strongly attenuated within 
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the layer. It is essential for the code to be capable of calculating precisely that field structure as 
it rules the power gained by the particles. This means that the code must cope with the width of 
the cyclotron resonace layer, defined as [2]: 

|co+puc | <: $u c 

fN I : ~\ [ZT 
6w e = Max<— v » , y v ^ v ^ p w c ) \ ; v t n = / — 

lR i J m 

where (N/R)vm accounts for the traditional Doppler effect, while the expression 
|va ,V„(pu c ) | l " is characteristic of the transit time t during which a variation 
S(.pWç)<*}/% takes place ( S(pcoe)a=t v,,y„(p<oc)=*l/T » | v m V „ ( p w c ) | " 2 ). This 
constraint does not apply if the density of resonant particles is very small: the condition for '.he 
resonant structure of the field in the cyclotron layer to be ignorable is expressed as: 

I ( k x p . ) " " ' - » c o | l r e s « ^ b u | k - ^ - (2) 
" ' b u l k 

where u 2 = n e 8 / m e 0 i Pc^Vu/We, "tes" and "bulk" referring to resonant and bulk ion 
panicles respectively. 

Another class of resonances which may be experienced by the compressional 
Alfven wave consists of the mode conversions onto waves of larger «,,,[10,11,12]. The 
simplest mode conversion process takes place when the compressional wave is converted into 
torsional Alfven waves. The latter are localized on a given magnetic surface y with a poloidal 

P(V,e,K„) = 0 

where P = — - K ? , - L - r — , ( 3 ) 
C 5 C' U - ( i ) e , 

and K„= — + K~,i—r̂ -
R | f | 

In the plasma bulk this relation implies for K„ to be of the order of w /C A which corresponds 
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to a value of K^ =* much larger than Kp,, « —typical of the compression^ field. 

However, near the surface P(v,9,K„=N/R)=0 the torsional field exhibits a smaller Kw, 
compatible with the compressional field. It is near this surface that the conversion takes place. 
Two different situations may then be encountered (Fig.l). Along its propagation, either the 
torsional wave runs into a cyclotron resonance, or it does'nt. In the first case the torsional 
wave energy is simply damped by the thermal ion motion at the location of the cyclotron 
resonance. In die second case a stationary eigenmode along 6 may develop, of which die 
radial structure is determined by die Larmor radius effect 

Near a second harmonic resonance surface co-2w c(y,8)=0, the magnetosonic 
wave may undergo a mode conversion into a slow ion Bernstein wave (Fig.2). The 
propagation of the ion Bernstein wave is mainly perpendicular to the magnetic y surfaces. 
Near me conversion surface its structure is again defined by P(y,9,K„)=0, but P includes 

2 2 
(Op CO 

now an additional term ^ — - KI o \ —= ? reflecting the finite Larmor radius effect enhanced 
2 c 2 c o - 4 c o * 

by die proximity of the resonance co-2coc(y ,6)=0. The mode conversion is effective if this 
' additional term, calculated with the magnetosonic Kj., is large enough so that the surface 
P(Y,â,K„=N/R)=0 lies out of the cyclotron layer. This occurs when the reversed inequality 
(2) with p =2 is satisfied. 

The effect of mode conversion leads to die developement of a sequence of field 
components with smaller and smaller scales. Of course, these components ( ultimately the 
conveited waves of increasing K ) cannot be handled numerically. However they are less and 
less coupled to the primary magnetosonic wave. The latter is still safely computed if die set of 
decreasing scales is truncated by introducing in die numerics a selective damping acting on the 
smaller scales. Finally we may sum up die set of constraints that have to be implemented in the 
code: (i) die mesh must be sufficiently closed up to follow the magnetosonic wavenumbers ; 
(ii) it needs to be refined in die region of resonance; (iii) a functional form must be 
implemented to selectively cancel out modes of radial structure reaching die mesh size. 
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Torsional 
Waves 

Figure 1 
Torsional waves converted from the magnetosonic wave (M.W.) at the surface 
o»=to h y b. 

CO=2CD 

Figure 2 
conversion into Bernstein wave near the second harmonic resonance (£>=2<x>r 
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Il l Variational modélisation of the ICRF problem 

Starting from the potential vector Â" in eq.l, through the set of Maxwell's 
equations a current ZTn is produced. I: 3 derived from X by the application of a linear 
operator T„(X)=J„ . The field Â" linearly perturbs the particle trajectories of each species and 
thereby produces a current J P again derived through the application of a linear operator 
T^CX)=ZTP. The field equation may then be written everywhere as: 

or equivalendy 

~3r- J „ + Xrt= ff 

T„<A") - 7„(Â) + J „ = 5 

where Um (V,9) e'<""* l ,*> + c . c . is the current density flowing in the antenna system, 
assumed to be known in the problem. From this constitutive relation the problem if given a 
convenient variational form built upon the functional form: 

£(K,Â** ) = &Parttô,Â"*> + a ^ c * , * * ) - s&^cx») 

% M is a linear form in X* reflecting the antenna: 

d3x ZL(x).2* 2-, t = Ho I 

and £& nrt, £& «a re the bilinear forms in X,A*: 

&**<*.**>-** fiJ d,xT M (A).A* d,x[ |9xS| 2- J I A| 8] 

^ P a r t < S Â\a*) * - (x, I d , x [ T p ( X ) . X * ] 

reflecting the Maxwell's equations and the plasma response, respectively. The field equations 
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are then expressed in an equivalent manner by stating that the functional form 3L(Â,Â*) is 

externum in ~Â *. The power absorbed in the plasma is derived through the expression: 

t * = — ilmOe-wO (4) 

One notes that S£-Vac *s rea''so t n a t > w ^ e a^sence of power absorption, the functional form 

S£-Yac + ^ P a r t reflecting the cavity response is real hermitian. The principle dS£-/3A*=0 

implies that £-=0, so that °W = 2w/ i i 0 3m(S£-,„).The plasma contribution Z to the 
-i2coje,A„t 

antenna impedance is given by Z= — where I exp(icot)+c.c. is the RF current flowing 
Ho 1 1 1 

in the antenna. 

The difficulty is naturally to derive a manageable expression for ;"?, * „ . The 

general approach followed in [2] is to take advantage of the integrability of unperturbed 

trajectories in the Tokamak magnetic configuration. The quasilinear perturbation of the 

trajectories is then formulated within the Hamiltonian formalism. One finds in the ICRF case 

for a given species the general expression of & «* 

* . - - I I djxE-^-<Rp(v J ,v„ ,x)>- " (5) 
p T * W+p<0a(x)-l(+0) 

where n(x!i, T(x), b)J.x) are respectively the density, temperatu-e and cyclotron frequency of 

the species at each point x . Furthermore <. >; designates the Maxwellian averaging at each 

point x. 

All the detailed information on the dispersive properties of the plasma are 

included in the expression of Rp. For each species, it is found that Rp is proportional to the 

integral along the particle trajectory cf the perturbed Hamiltonian, and more precisely of its 

Fourier component H,over the cyclotronic phase * c , defined by: 

- ev x.3(v,e,ip) = Z H ( V . I , X G ) exp(1p*e) 
p 

where Vj.,v„, x 0 constitute the usual set of slow dynamical variables, which together with 
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the cyclotron phase $ c describe the phase space for the considered species. We then have: 
2 

r*°° 2 

R p ( V 1 ( v „ , ? ) -
pv„V„ en 

2JC 
dt H p (v X ) x + v„t) exp(ipv„V„a>c —) (6) 

The function Rp averages the value of Â<v,6,ip) over a longitudinal distance X which is the 
result of two competitive effects: the coc inhomogeneity along the field lines through the 
exponenu'onal function and the longitudinal variations of the compressional field through Hp. 
This distance represents the longitudinal scalelength of the plasma dispersive properties linked 
with the resonance 0D+pcoc=O. 

It is found that, if the Doppler width K„v,h is much larger than the ballistic 
width (v u,V „ pw c ) " 2 , then K „X» I and the field is susceptible of a WKB decomposition in 
terms proportional to expOK„x„). In that case, integrating eq.(6) by the stationary phase 
technique, the R„ value reduces to: 

RD(Vi, v„ ,x ) = IH-Cv^x +v„t)| , t = -
p V „ w c 

an expression which, when introduced in (5), is leading to the usual Landau structure: 

&P« = H 0 £ r\i2 
T IH (vA ,x )l'< _ — > d 3 x 
T p co+puc(x)+K.,,v„ 

Furthermore when the H p coefficients are Fourier decomposed over the poloidal angle 6, 

Hp(Vj,x ) = 2 H ^ (y) exp(im9) exp(iNip) 

the expression of S£- takes the final form: 

u p m,m 
(7) 
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.271 

J < -
l 

Cû+pCû.(y,6)+K„v„ 
"0 

J = d3x/(dvd0dip) 

-> exp[i(m-m')9]2rcd6 

On the contrary if, owing to the inhomogeneity effect, the Doppler width 

K„v t h i s not much larger than the width ( v m V „ p c o c )
1 / 2 then the representation in 

independent waves varying as exp(iK„x„) is no longer applicable. The analytical formula 

for S£/ ^continues to be of the form (7) but D m m . is now given by: 

,.2JC 

J < -
ti( m-m"\ u + p W c ( V , 9 ) + ^ N + - 5 r J V „ 

-> exp[i(m-m')6J 2nd 9 

where q is the safety factor.An approximate expression of D„, „. more suitable for 

computer handling has been implemented in the code, its expression being: 

.2jt 

J < - -j^g > exp[i(m-m')6] 2ndâ 

•'o CD+ptoc(v,e)+^g-v„ 

exp-< \ 
UqR(pdco,/de) J 

where the value of the exponentional argument is taken in the cyclotron layer. The last 

correction introduced by the decreasing exponentional term is only effective for large values of 

(m,m'), corresponding to a longitudinal scale =qR/m^ (Vu,/V„pco c )
1 ' 2 . 

A difficulty that the code has to cope with is linked to the problem of singular 

modes excited by the compressional field with a structure determined by (3). It is important to 

understand that excitation in the context of the variational principle. If the finite Larmor radius 

effect is left apart, the only differentiation d/dy ( across the magnetic surfaces ) to be 

performed in the functional S£-(Â,3*) appears on A^i|f,9) through the term |(VxA)„| 2 

present in SL «.. A synthetic expression of & is : 
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£= dv h { |C| 2 + (IPAjJA,* + dP'Aa)A2* + (IP-A^A,* tdP^A^IA^lde (8) 

where G(v,6) = <VxA)„ takes the form: 

SA» 
G = • •(•©Ai + CTAa 

P, IP', IP",.., <ù, <ù' being operators acting upon the structure in 9 of Atty,6) or 
A^y ,9), for a given y value. For a WKB structure along 8 the operator (P is identical to 
P(y,8,K„) defined by (3). The set of Euler's equations derived after minimisation of the 
functional form ££, with respect to A,* and A? allows to write: 

— = G-<QA 1-<Q'A 2 

36 
— = Q'G + IP'A, + IP- 'A, (9) 

P A ^ -P"A 2 -<DG 

It is clear that the singularity occurs on the magnetic surface where the operator IP degenerates. 

It is fundamental for this physical structure to be preserved by the processus of discretisation 

introduced in die numerical code (cf.§IV.3). 

As stated above the singular modes excited by the compression;»! field must be 
selectively damped when their scale approaches the mesh size. This is made possible in 
ALCYON by adding to î t a functional form j e . s t a b ( S , 3 * ) of the form: 

^Stab ~ ' S 9 n < c o ) | A P | d,xX| 
JJ E I 

ô aA c 

7 T h v 

2 
+ 

ae 2 h o 

where h w h, represent the mesh size along y , 8, t= 1,2 and AP is given by: 
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' 2 2 -\ 
<a to N z 

In view of (4), the positive quantity 2<o3m(S£.stab) ^ m e P°wer artificially 

damped out from the RF field. It represents the power carried away by the converted waves. 

The damping due to «£• gtab acting on a field component of scale K"1 is very weak if Kh« 1, 

where h represents the mesh size, because then 3m(J&s t a | j ) /# le(S&)^ (Kh)*. On the 

contrary, &stab introduces a strong damping: 5 m ( £ - s t a b ) / ^ ' e ^ ^ ~ *• ** s o o n «sKl» - 1 -

IV Field representation and numerical stability problems 

In the numerical code Alcyon, the field A^y, 8) , A / v , 9) is represented by 

its components A c „„,,£= 1,2, over a suitable basis chosen as Fourier harmonics (m) in the 

poloidal direction 8 and as window type functions (k) along y . The functional form St 

appears in the code as a discretised bilinear functional form in A c k „ , A ? k m . The 

discretised equations are obtained by extremalisation of St in A c * K m . Obviously at scale 

larger than the mesh size, the discretised form fulfills the requirement of being very close to the 

physical one in order to provide an accurate modélisation. However, in practice , it is not 

possible to satisfy such condition at the mesh scale. This poses a problem of numerical 

stability already encountered in MHD computations [13] .The principle for numerical stability 

states that at small scales the discretisation process does not give rise to resonant solutions 

which have no physical counterpart. This imposes that at small scales the numerical St 

becomes degenerate only together with the physical Sa. Equivalently, the two functional forms 

must exhibit values which, even if they are not equal, are however of the same order. 

IV.l Field representation 

The components A„ A 2 of the RF field are Fourier analysed along 8 and 

developed on a basis of window functions Pi»(i|0 for A t ( resp. P 2 k (y) for A 2 ) , the 

index k labeling a set of magnetic surfaces: 

AP = r = Max 
JJJlApd,? 
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AC(V,8) = S Z A P (y) exp(imâ) 
e k m=-M ttm tt 

where A c k m i s the field component of A c in the basis P c k ( y ) e i m 8 . The choice of the 
basis Pck(v) is crucial in order to guarantee the numerical stability, i.e. to prevent the 
occurence of non physical oscillations of the field. We have chosen: 

P l k(V) = Xk<¥>> Pac<¥) = 1/2 { Xk(¥> + Zk.xCv) ) 

(10) 

d Xk. t(V) Xk(V) 

—P...00 = : r - : r 
a v «• iyk-Vk-iJ W k + r Y k ) 

die function %k(x) is equal to unity in die interval y„x< \|r s< \\fM and zero elsewhere. 

For y k « y 4 \|fk« , then: A l m ( v ) = A l k „ , A 2 m ( y ) = ( A î k m + A s k «„) /2 and 

3 A c m ( v ) / a v = ( A c k + l n - A e k m ) / ( VK« - VK )• 

TV.2 Numerical stability 

Oscillations at small scale along y are susceptible of a WKB 
representation which is expressed as die following: in the physical case we can write locally 
Acmty) = Â~eme

iKv'l', while in the discretised case this becomes A c k m = Â e m e""*, 
where 64) 1s a constant phase jump between adjacent k-surfaces. For a given field 
representation, mere exists a discretised dispersion relation £>'(6q>)=0 determining the 
phase jump &<p, in place of die physical dispersion relation £>( K ¥)=0, determining K„. 
The numerical stability is insured if, when S>( K„)=0 does not admit a real solution Kv, 
then mere is no real 6tp solution of £>'(&tp)=0. This is indeed equivalent to state that values 
of the physical and the discretised functional forms are of die same order at small scales. 

For sake of clarity ,we illustrate this principle with a simplified version 
of the functional form 3L, namely, the vacuum functional form in a cylindrical circular 
geometry, enabling to study each mode e i m ° separately. The physical expression of & 
reduces to: 
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£(Â\X*> = 
d(r-A2) i m 

rôr 
+ P( |A , | 2 + | A 2 i 2 ) rdr 

where P = - o ) a / c a . Substituting A,(r)= A c e
l K rf and making & extremum in A? 

leads to the dispersion relation: 

. [ K « + ? £ - + P]: 

which exhibits the physical solution Kf = c j 2 / c 2 - m 2 / r 2 .We assume that this solution 

corresponds to a scale much larger than the mesh scale (1=^-1%,i .e . ,u 2 /c 2 andm 2 /r 2 

are smaller than the quantity 1/h2 . 

As a first example, the field representation of A ! and A 2 is taken linear in r 
over each shell r k« r 4 r m : A c(r) = A c k + ( A C K M - A c k ) ( r~r k )/( r k n - r k ) . 
With A t k = e , k **,the derivative dA2/Â~aar in each shell is then equal to (Kj., 
with Kr= 2sin<6ip/2)/h. On the other hand, the average value within each shell of 
quantities of the form A c/Â~ c and lAcl 2/iÂ~ cl

2 is found to be equal to cos(6ip/2) 
and a = [ 1 - 2/3 s1n2($ip/2) ] , respectively . After substitution in 55 and 
extremalisation in Â~f, we obtain the discretised dispersion relation : 

«P J K? + « < 2 f + P) 1 + — Î K? ( K' r- 1 = 0 

For a given oc, this equation is quadratic in K'P* . It admits for solution 
K'r « w 2 / c 2 - m 2 / r 2 corresponding to the physical solution K2 , but also admits for 
solution: 

. , _ teslrKSipy^)1) 12ot« /c 

J- 2 , z 

h m It 

The latter corresponds to a real Sip and therefore to a spurious oscillatory discretised 
solution when 3 u 2 / c z ^ m a / r 2 . In fig.3 the analytical solution for a typical case ( m =1 ) is 
presented as well as the discretised solution obtained from the above representation. We 
observe the spurious solution for r < r 0 , r 0 = m c/( V3 w). 
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IMt f l l 1-CQMPUT. ( + ) RNO SNHLYT.U1 

fllCUEBER/H) 

Hgure3 
Comparison between the analytical and the discretised solutions for a linear 
variation of A,, A 2 over each shell y . The magnetic configuration is cylindrical 
( r/R = HT, N^fgjjjgi = 10 4 ) , circular. The solution e i e is computed in 
vacuum between two nested tori r = rj , r = ^ with the antenna at r = r a . 
Spurious oscillatory solution is developing for r < r 0 = c/(V3 co). 
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IM<fU>-COMPUT.(+> UNO RNflLYT.I») 

Figure 4 
Same as Fig.3 with the representation (10) of the field A t , A 8 . 
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In general the reason for numerical instabilities lies in the fact that, 
defining lC(6if>) so that in the average over each shell | 5A 2 /ôr | 2 = KP

2 |Â~S|8, then 
the values of {dA e/dr A}/ iK|.AcA,f } and { A C A? / ÂcA~e} are complicated 
functions of &ip. The discretised dispersion relation is then very different from the physical 
one and spurious solutions may arise. 

The best representation from this point of view is the one where 
A j and A a are taken constant on each shell. For instance, taking A^r)=A e k , 
dA e /dr= ( A c k H - A e k ) / ( r R W - r k) leads to: 

P[K; 8+ ^ + P ] = O 

, e"* - 1 
with Kr= 

which doesn't generate spurious solution . Unfortunately the accuracy is poor. The 
representation given by eq.10 represents a compromise which has the advantage of a good 
accuracy and numerical stability .The dispersion relation, in the above simplified case, takes 
the form: 

P | K - + C O S

2 A ( ^ + P ) ] = O 

2s1nC6u)/2) 
where Kr: 

n 

which is free of spurious solution. This is illustrated in fig.4 for the same set of parameters 
as fig.3. 

IV.3 Torsional resonances 

Torsional resonances occur in the physical representation when, on a given y 
surface, the operator IP defined by (8) , acting on the 6 structure of A 4 , admits a zero 
eigenvalue. The definition of IP is that JdPA^Afde gives the term proportional to 
A,At* in the functional form & for the considered surface y. After discretisation an 
operator IP' is built for each shell k , which is the correspondent of IP. The numerical 
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Figure 5a 
Effect of the number of 6 harmonics in (VxA) // . This number is here -20«-»20, 
the sum of the number -10<->10 in A„ A2and of the number -10<-»10 in the 
equilibrium parameters. Spurious resonances appear near the centre. 
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3. 
Figure 5b 
Same situation as on Fig.Sa, but the number of 9 harmonics in (VxA)// is now 
—10«->10, equal to the number in A,, A n , T!re correct field structure is then 
produced. 
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stability principle must be respected, i.e., in a given shell, the computation must produce a 
resonance if, but only if, the discretised operator IP' admits a zero eigenvalue. This is 
automatically the case if the structure (9) is preserved by the discretisation. One will remark 
that this structure establishes at each y a bijective link between A t , A 2 and G = (VxA) // . 
In fact, one finds that the structure (9) is preserved if, when modelising the term J | G | 2 d 6 
in (S), one introduces G with a discretised structure in 9 of the same type as A„ A 2. In 
the Alcyon case, this means that G is introduced with the same number of Fourier 
harmonics in 6 as A t , A 2 , by dropping the higher harmonics ( they arise because G 
linearly results from A,, A 2 with coefficients involving the equilibrium depending on 6 ). 
That procedure guarantees the numerical stability even when the computation is performed 
with a moderate number of 8 harmonics. Its effect is demonstrated on the Figures Sa , 5b, 
which give the map of A l in a JET situation, using the 8 harmonics - 10<mS 10 for A,, A 2 . 
Spurious resonances are found when G is introduced in (8) by the harmonics -20<m<20 
( Fig.5a ). The correct field structure is obtained by using for G the harmonics -10<mS10 
as for As, A 2 (Fig.5b). 

IV.4 Field regularization on the magnetic axis 

In principle the variational principle dSt/èAf = 0 should imply the regularity 
of the field A t , A 8 on the magnetic axis, because of the presence in £. of diverging terms 
when the field is not regular. In practice, it has been found necessary to impose the 9 
structure of A i , A 2 near the magnetic axis : A ^ A j » X ( e , u , - f e ' u ) +V (e" i u,1e" i g ), 
where A. and X' are arbitrary constants while the angle u is related to the intrinsic angle 8, 
such that V/yâ/V^ip = q(y), by the formulas: 

_ I ÎTc 
cos(u) = cos(6) / — 

V 1+c cos(2 8) 

- / ~c 
sin(u) = sln(8) / — 

>/ l+c cos(2 6) 

c being related to the excentricity e of the magnetic surfaces in the vicinity of the magnetic 
axis: c=(e 2-1)/(e*+1). The effect of that procedure b visible on the Figures 6a, 6b. 
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Figure 6a 
Comparison of analytical and computed solutions in a cylindrical circular case 
( m=0, antenna at r = r a , wall at r = r w ) without imposing on the field the 9 
structure derived from regularity on the magnetic axis. 
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Figure 6b 
Same as Fjg.6a but imposing now the 9 structure derived from regularity on the 
magnetic axis. 
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IV.5 The inversion algorithm 

The variational principle leads to a vectorial relation MX=F, where the vector X 
stands for the field components A c k m > the vector F is deduced from & ^ n t a n d t h e 
matrix M is deduced from & y a c + *^Part + °^Stab- T h e a a t l i x M i s pentadiagonal by 
blocks of dimension [2(2M+1)]2 corresponding to the (2M+1) 9 Fourier harmonics 
-MSmSM for each of the 2 components A c , e= 1,2. The algorithm chosen to perform the 

inversion of the matrix M is a direct Gauss factorization allowing to build two block matrices 
L and U tridiagonal by blocks 

\ o 
\ 

a k b k c k U = 1 d k e k 

o \ 
n n n 

o \ 
such that M=LU. The solution is then obtained by first solving LF=F and next UX=F.The 
factorisation is always possible, without permutation of lines, because the imaginary part 
of the functional form & y a c + S6-p a rt+ ^S tab which generates the matrix M is definite 
positive (see eq.4). For 2M+1=81 6 harmonics and K=121 radial shells ( the mesh 
structure used for the computations presented below ), the accuracy of the inversion on 
Cray 1 is ~ 1 <T". The computation time is 160 s, varying as K.M 2". The quality of the 
Alcyon output is only limited by the scale of the computed field compared to the mesh size. 
The results are excellent with 7 shells for a quarter of radial period, as shown by the Figures 
7a,7b, and are still reliable with 3 or 4 shells. 

V. Analysis of typical RF heating schemes in JET configuration. 

In this section we present the ALCYON results for some heating scenarios that 
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Figure 7a: mesh structures for a JET configuration. 
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Hgu»7b 
Computations of the same R.F. field with the mesh I, II, III of Fig.7a. 
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are under experimental study on JET. We focus on Deuterium plasmas with Hydrogen 

as minority ions, with ratios njj/nj) ranging from 0%, S% to 20% in order to review the 

effect of second and first harmonic heating as well as mode conversion. The main 

plasma parameters are: T e = T H = T D = 5 keV, n e = 1 0 2 0 m" 3 or 0.25 1 0 2 0 m"3, 

Ip= 2 MA, B T = 2.3 T. The RF frequency f = co/2rc is 33 or 29 MHz, locating the 

cyclotron resonance layer ( û) = û ) c H = 2cu c D) at the plasma centre or at mid radius 

outwards. Both the density and temperature profiles are flat and vary like ( l - v " 2 ) " 2 

where y" = ( V - ¥ A ) A V P B - ¥ » ), "A" standing for axis and "PB" for plasma boundary. 

The JET magnetic configuration and the RF antenna extension are presented in Fig.7. 

V.l Stochastic behaviour and second harmonic heating 

We here consider the case of a pure Deuterium plasma. For f = 33 MHz, 

the second harmonic resonance of the deuterium should occur near the plasma centre, 

but is disaccounted in first place (Fig.8). The bulk perpendicular wavenumber cu/C^is 

70 m~* and the corresponding wavelength 9 cm. The mesh size being 1 cm the Nyquist 

criteria is well respected and there is no aliasing problem in the field picture. We observe then 

that the field fills up all the plasma with a stochastic structure which, as regular as it may 

appears, changes totally for a slight variation of the boundary conditions. If the second 

harmonic resonance is introduced (Fig.9) then the field structure is dramatically alterated: we 

bave a well focussed wave nearly absorbed by the resonance in a single pass. There is little 

to no small scale structure developing in the resonance zone which shows that the mode 

conversion process occuring near the resonance is négligeable. The absorbed power peaks at 

a radius of 0.2 m and extends to 30 cm in total. This is consistant with the Dôppler width 

« ± 10 cm for a toroidal N number of 30, taking into account that the power deposition 

profile is the result of the convolution of the number of y surfaces intersected by the 

resonance layer and of the Dôppler width. 

V.2 Minority heating scenario 

The hydrogen density is now raised to 5% and the second harmonic 

resonance of Deuterium ions is not introduced. For f = 33 MHz, the surface and the mode 

convc.:ion surface P=0 are passing close to the centre. Observing the field structure 

(Fig. 10) we note, as in the case of second harmonic heating, that the wave is well focussed 

and absorbed in one pass. One may also verify from the map of iSl that the magnetosonic 
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Figure 8 
Map of A tin a case of stochastic behaviour pure D plasma without power 

absorption. 
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Figure 9 
Same as Fig.8, but with second hannonic absorption of D ions included. 
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Figure 10 
Same as Fig.9, removing second haimomc absorption by D ions, introducing 
minority absorption by H ions: nij/nD=5%; N=30. 
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wave is travelling on the low field side of the cyclotronic resonance and strongly damped 
down in its vicinity. The mode conversion is not apparent on die field structure because the 
Dôppler width — ± 15 cm covers the conversion zone. 

V.3 Observation of the hybrid resonance 

When N is reduced the Dôppler width lessen proportionally and one 
expects to observe a small scale structure developing, even for a small njj/np of 5%. To 
clarify the phenomenon the RF frequency is decreased to 29 MHz, shifting the cyclotron and 
the hybrid resonance outwards. When N=30 (Fig. 10a) the field structure has the same 
structure as in case V.2, with an absorption smoothly spread over the Dôppler width 
(Fig.l lb). Switching to N=5 (Fig.l2a) one observes a stationary pattern of the wave on the 
low field side of the resonance, and an amplification of the field around die hybrid layer. The 
power, although mainly deposited in the vicinity of the cyclotronic resonance, is sensitive to 
the field partem and in particular a noticeable absorption continues to take place near the 
hybrid layer (Fig. 12b). In this case however the total absorbed power is reduced and does 
only reached 0.178 MW instead of 0.206 MW for N = 30. 

V.4 Low field side vs. high field side excitation. Mode 
conversion heating. 

So far, as njj/nr_)=5%, it has not been necessary to damp out the small 
scale wave excited around the mode conversion layer, as the broadening of die cyclotron 
resonance was allowing die computation to deal with the hybrid singularity. This is no longer 
possible when njj/nD=20%. Then to reach a sensible result the small scale modes need to be 
damped down by the functional form St 5 t a a . We have further reduced the density to 
0.25 1 0 2 0 m"3 resulting in doubling the wavelength and put N=15. 

In case of an outside launch, the field structure is stationary on the low 
field side ol the hybrid resonance. It is noticeable (Fig. 13a) that the field actually extends up 
to the hybrid layer and is not strongly reflected at the cutoff ( located at roughly two third of 
the distance separating the cyclotron and the hybrid resonance). This may be understood as 
die wavelength is of order of the distance separating the cutoff from die hybrid resonance. 
One may also remark that the stationary structure results in more than doubling die amplitude 
of the field by comparison with the case V.3. The total power deposited for die same antenna 
current reaches 0.782 MW compared to 0.206 MW. The power deposition profile presents a 
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Figure 11a 
Same as Fig. 10, but with a R.F. frequency of 29 MHz. 
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POUER/MESH DUE TO U = U C H 

Rgurellb 
Averaged power deposited on each y surface ( mag. axis <-> s=0; plasma edge 
<-» s=l ) for Fig.lla case. 
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Figure 12a 
Same as Fig.lia, but with N=5. 
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Figure 12b 
Averaged power deposited on each y surface for the case of Fig. 12a. 
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Figure 13a 
Map of Ajfor nH/nD=20%, N=15, outside launch. 
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POWER/MESH DUE TO ALL SPECIES 

Figure 13b 
Averaged power deposited on each y surface for the case of Fig. 13a. The 
absorption is all due to the cyclotron resonance, the contribution of the 
stabilisation functional form being negligible. 
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Figure 14a 
Same as Fig.l3a, but for an inside launch. 
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POWER OLE TO STRBILIZflTION/MESH 

Figure 14b 
Averaged power deposited on each y surface for the case of Fig. 14a. the 
absorption is here due to the stabilization functional form ( the same form as in 
the case of Rg.l3a,b ), with a negligible contribution of the cyclotron resonance. 
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dip at the location of the cyclotron resonance (Fig. 13b). One recognises here the plasma 
shielding effect when the minority concentration is high. The power absorption is due to the 
cyclotron resonance effect, while the stabilising power is negligible. 

For the inside launch with an equivalent antenna length in 0, 
the magnetosonic wave runs first into the hybrid resonance (Fig. 14a). The structure of the 
field is regular on the high field side of the hybrid resonance and is strongly amplified around 
it A fine scale structure compatible with the mesh scale is excited on the hybrid surface and 
produces a stationary field structure along 8 visible only on the low field side.Such 
structures have been seen with the code LION [14 -15], but in our case they exist only on 
surfaces y which do not intercept the resonance layer Co = COCIJ. Apart from the torsional 
modes the field does not reached the low magnetic field side of the plasma. The power 
deposited is here entirely due to the effect of the stabilisation functional form, and reaches 
0.156 MW. The deposition profile is broad ( 40 cm ), starting at the hybrid layer location 
(Fig.l4b). 

VI. Conclusions 

In this report, the numerical code "ALCYON" based on a variational formulation 
of the ICRF problem has been presented: that code is characterised by the possibility to take 
into account thermal and inhomogeneity effects, to refine the mesh structure around the 
cyclotron and conversion resonance layers and to cancel out selectively the modes of radial 
structure reaching the mesh size. Furthermore suitable discretisation process has been 
implemented avoiding the developement of spurious oscillatory solutions and producing as 
accurate solutions as possible. A number of possibilities for errors have been successfully 
tested in ad hoc cases where the solution could be compared to the analytical one. 

Put at work in realistic ICRF heating cases, ALCYON handles most of the 
physical phenomenons of absorption and resonances, from stochastic field behaviour in the 
no absorption case, up to mode conversion onto small scale Bernstein waves. The only limit 
is the need of a number of mesh points large enough for the magnetosonic wavelength to be 
correctly represented. The obtained results give ALCYON the credibility to undertake a 
systematic study of those phenomenons - which indeed has been started- and to be regarded 
as an accurate predicting code for ICRF experiments. Further development are foreseen 
which could allow to handle the ICRF thermal emission and give a better representation of 
the RF field near the antenna system. Finally, when coupled to a Fokker-Planck code, 
ALCYON should prove to be a useful tool to tackle the high energy population evolution 
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during ICRH. 
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